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* - ENOCSURE 
EI NaIzron If-CS ,P 

seacro nIfrmation 

While WRS are shutdown., the reactor is maintained in a subcritical 

^ondition by e.combination of the insertion of control rods and boration 

.f the reactor coolant to a level that results in the required shutdown 

margin. in this mode of operation, the Chemical and Volume Control 

System (CV ) is normally in operation providing a small amount of 

makeup to the RCS and, for most PWRs a small amount of injection flow to 

the Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) seals for their proper cperation. The 

letdown portion of the CVCS provides a flow path out of the RCS into the 

cleanup por:ion of the CVCS. Suction for the charcing pumps, while in 

this mode, is normally from the Volume Control Tank (VCT).which is fed 

by RCS letdown flow and from-the makeup system. This system.  

automatically provides the pro.per ratio of boric acid and pure.water to 

maintain. the VCT at a predetermined level and the RCS at the desired 

boron conce.ntrazion by, utilizing boric 'acid and pure water pumps, tanks 

and blenders. Should the makeup system or its associated control system 

malfunction, the RCS may be supplied with relatively pure makeue water 

resultinc in a reduction in boron concentration, therefore a reduction 

in'. shutdown margin. Unchecked, criticality Can result and if all 

control rods are already inserted into the core, the enlv way to 

S n the rea-c-6or v:ule ts to:iri



- - -2

7ne Sandard Review Pran (NOREG-08007, Chapter 15.4.6. requires :ne 

analysis of inadvertent boron dilution eventsiEDE) and requires the 

assumption of a spectruar of inittal plant ooerational modes. The SRP 

.E. requires that there be sufficient time for the operator, or the 

system, zo sense the BDE in progress, diagnose it, and terminate the 

transient before total loss of shutdown margin; that is, before the.  

reactor becomes. critical.  

For all operational modes except refueling, the SRP requires that there 

be at least .15 minutes between the time the operator becomes aware of 

the BDE in progress (by alarms) ahd the time criticality occurs. For 

the refueling mode, the SRP requires at least 30 minutes of operator 

action time.  

Prior to the issuance of SRP 15.4.6, PWRs were licensed, -in general, 

without a clear definition- of. the required operator alarms, for SDE 

events. While-we cannot conclude that operating plants have specific 

alarms to detectBDEs in conformance with the SRP 15.4.6 requirements, 

neither can we conclude that the indirect alarm systems in place are 

inadequate. The only occasion the al.arm systems and associated,analyses 

are svstenatically reviewed is during reload aoplications. r many 

1we have found ether inadecuate or totally absen: eca ec aarm 

17.- C.



: e recues: c. t..he NRC sta ''tLANL perforied an evaIuZion of BDE 

consecuences. This analysis led to an-initiaWcbnclusion that no 

backfit of the SPP 15.4.6-position was .warrafted. However, this 

analysis was based on. an unmiticated boron dilution event in a 

Westinchouse 4-loop plant (Zion) with the reactor vessel head on and a 

steam bubble in the pressurizer, or with the vessel head removed. In 

order to substantiate the conclusion that no action need to be taken on 

cDerating reactors without installed alarms, additional analyses were 

performed for both different reactor types and operational modes. We 

were specifically concerned with the degree of overpressure which could 

occur.  

The analyses were also.conducted by LANL, using TP.AC PF-1. These 

analyses, which are still in draft form, are attached for your 

inorrmation. Based on our review to date, our preliminary conclusion is 

that an unmitigated BDE does not present a challence to reactor vessel 

or RHR system integrity, and is not a safety problem. There appears to 

be adequate time for ooerator action.
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UMITIGATED BORON-DILUTION EVENTS IN 
OCONEZ-1, CALVERT CLIFFS-1, AND ZION-1 

PRESSURIZ7D WATER REACTORS DURING SdUTDOWN MODE* 

by 

Bahtrab Nassershari: and 7anez Z. -ing 

Reactor Safety Analysis 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 

Les Alams, New Mexico 

Januar7 1964 

ASTRACT 

Chemical shiz (boric acid) is required for reactivity 
* control in a pressurized water reactor during shutdown mode.  

TRAC-??1 calculations- for =Oconee-l, Calver li~fs-1,-,and
Zion-1 plants show that a high-power excursion (9-13Z 
nominal power) during an unmitigazad boron-dilutic- event is 

. possible. The maximum temperature and pressure observed in 
the residual heat removal system are no serious threat to 
its integrity. Sufficient heat capacity exists in the 
primary system to prevent a large pressure spike. The first 
few arersiers a-s ter*inated by natural eirculation flow 
into the core region, which increases the boron 
concentration in the core by, drawing higher-concentration 
boric acid solution from the reactor coolant loops into the 
core.  

*Work performed under the auspices of the United States Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission.



I. INTRODUCTIONI 

Reactivity control in a pressurized water reactor (?WR) is accomplished by 
control rods, burnable poisons, and a soluble chemical neutron absorber (boric 

acid). The boric acid concentration is .varied to control long-term reactivity 

changes caused by fuel depletion and fission-product build-up; cold to hot, 
zero-power reactivity changes; reactivity changes produced by intermediate-term 
fission products, such as xenon and samariau; and burnable poison depletion.  
Boron concentration in the reactor-coolant system (RCS) can be decreased by 
addition of demineralized water or by using the deborating ion exchangers. An 
=..ontrolled boroc-dilut.on event, may occur because of a malfunction or an 

inadverrant operationof the cheni±cal v alu=s md control systen (C7CS) that 
results in a dilution of a portion of the RCS. Dilurion of boron in the RCS 
w-ll increase the reactivi:y, and the reactor may 'become supercritical. During 

the-:ze: ::etc- th := Sfet systens vill act to sh :4do :th 

reactor. Operation of the residual-heat-removal system (IRRS) is initiated 

after the control rods have been inserted into the core and the RCS has been 
partially cooled and depressurized. Initial reactor cooling is achieved by 
dissipacing heat through the steam generators and discharging steam to the 
condenser 'by means of the turbine-steam-bypass system. When the reactor coolant 

temperature has dropped to about 450 K (350oF) and pressure has been reduced to.  
2.86 Ha (415 psia) or 'less, the residual-heat-removal equipment. is activated.  

During shutdown with all control rods inserted, chemical shim (boric acid) is 
required to maintain the necessary shutdown margin. Automatic reactor-safety 

systems do not prevent . reactor criticality if the RCS' boron concentration is 

diluted during shutdown. ?.eactor cr:Itcal!ity rasults in a hiah-power excursion, 

and primary system pressure and temperature increases. The rapid increase in 

system pressure is a possible threat to the RERS integrity, which ordinarily is 

designed for low-pressure operation. Corrective operator action is required to 

mitigate the transient.  

We investigated the consequence of unmitigated boron-dilution acciaents in 

the Oconee-1, Calver: Cliffs-1, and Zion- ?WRs using the. transient reactor 
analysis codel (TRAC-P?1). The Final Safety Analysis Reports (FSARs) for these 

plants indicate the difficulty of initiating a dilution event. The TSARs note 

that for unborated water to enter the reactor-coolant system, a sequence of 

independent events must occur. Therefore, they claim a small probability for a 

boron-dilution event. However, an average of three unplanned dilution events of 

2



the RCS per year fro= 1973 through 1980 has been reported 3 This is about .09 

events per reactor -year, or one such even: per 7-R per every 11 years. This 

frequency is sufficient to make the boron-dilution event a safety concern.  

For orientation, sumary descriptions of the three ?'Rs analyzed are 

presented mex.  

A. Oconee-1 Sum=ar Descrivtion3 

Oconee-l is a 3abcock & il:o (BS') lowered-loop ?WR operated by the Duke, 

?ower Company. Design thermal power ou:put of the reactor is 2584 _W. The 

reactor-coolant system cusists of the reac:or vessel, two vertical, 

cnce-tarough stea= generators, fo0r shal:-saZled reacto-co : pcas Cs) , 

2 lee:-ily hea:ed pressurizer and Inernting 1iin;. The sy=tn Is 

arraged in two heat-transport loops, each with two RCs and one stem 

.7enerarr ereac::c- coolan Co:as~~~:hog iigrnnettin the 

7eactor vessel :o the sze= generators =- flows do-nwar: :::: : : 

generator tubes, transferring heat to the ste= and water on the secondary shell 

si;e of the stee generator. each, !c:, the reactor coolant is rectrued to 

the reac::: :hrcugh two lines, each containin.g a ?.?, to the reac:or vessel.  

* .The ste generator is a once-through, vertical, straight-tube, tube

and-shell heat exchanger that produces superheated ste at constant pressure 

.over- the power--range.- -Reaactor *colant o 

e.inszers heat to generate ste= on the shell side. Feedwater is supplied. to 

the steam.generator.:hrough an auxiliary feedwater (AXIW). rIng located a: the top 

of the stea generator to assure natural circulation of the reactor coolant 

following the .alikely loss of all RCs.  

The major engineered safety features ar.e involved with operating modes of 

the emergency-ore-cooling system (MCCS). Oconee-1 has the following ECCS 

equipMent, with the normal. operating mode of each as indicated: 

(a) high-pressure injection (BPI) system - a portion is used in normal reactor 

operation, (b) low-pressure injection (LPI) system - operates for shutdown 

*cooling, (c) core-flooding,tanks (CT) - normally ready for operation. During 

normal reactor operation, the RPI system recirculates reactor coolant for 

. purification and for supply of' seal water to the RCs. The PI system is 

inItiated a:: (a) a low prinary pressure of 10.3 hPa .(1500 psig) or (b) a 

reac:oc building pressure of 0.023 La (4 psig). Autoatic actuation of the 

valves and pums switches the syst: to :he emergency operating mode to deliver 

3



water from the borated water storage tank into the reactor vessel through the 
reactor-coolant inlet lines.  

The LPI system, designed to maintain core cooling for larger break sizes, 
operates independently of and in addition to the 1 system. Automatic 
actuation of the LPI system is Initiated at: (a) 3.45 Ha (500 psig) or (b) a 
reactor building pressure of .028 M.'Pa (4 psig). L?I is accomplished through t.o 
separate flow paths, each including a pump and a heat exchanger and terminating 
directly in the reactor vessel through core-flooding nozzles located on opposi:e 
sides of the vessel. The initial operation of the LI system involves pumping 
water from the borated-water storage tank (3 ST) into the reac:or vessel. When 

Se .S: is 94: e=;:y, a low wa:er level ala= is annunciated in the conrl 

room and the suction valve from the reactor building emergency sump is opened, 
per it~in rec± rcula:ion of the spilled reactor coolan: and injec:ion water f-
the reactor building emergency sump).  

The core-flooding system provides core 'protection continuity for 
intermediate and large pri ary-syste: pipe failures by flooding the core when 
the pri.-ary pressure drops below 4.24 .?a (600 psig). The core-flooding svst-e 
is self-contained, self-actuating, and passive in mature. The discharge pipe 
from each CYT is attached directly to a reactor-vessel core-flooding nozzle.  
Sach core-flooding line at the outlet of the CTTs contains an electric 
motor-nperated stop valve. adjacent to the tank and two in-line check val7es in 
series. The stop valves at the core-flooding tank outlet, are. fully-open durIng 

reactor power operation. Valve position indication is shown in the control 
room.  

A schematic of the reactor-coolant system -is presented in Fig. I. The 
7RAC-?YI input model of the Oconee-1 plant is described in Appendix 3.  
B. Calvert Cliffs 1 Summary Descriticon3 

Calvert Cliffs-1 is a Combustion Engineering (C-i) PWR operated by 
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company. Design thermal power. output of the zeac:or 
is 2700 MW. The reactor-coolant system consists of two closed heat-transfer 
loops in parallel with the reactor vessel. An electrically heated pressurizer 
is connected to one hot leg. The coolant syste= is designed to produce steam at 
a pressure of 5.9 XWa (850 psia). Overpressure protection is provided by 
power-operated relief valves (?ORVs) and spring-loaded safety relief valves 
(SRVs) connected to :he pressurizer. SRV and PORV discharge is released under 
water in the quench tank where the steam discharge is condensed. The two steam



generators are vertical shell and U-tube units, each of h roduces < 710 kg/s (5.635 % 106 lb/hr) of steam. Steam is generated in the shell side 
and flows upward through moisture separators. Steam outlet moisture content is < 0.2:. The reactor coolant is circulated by four vertical, electric 
motor-driven, single-bottom-suction singlebyagfo hor:onaldischarge 

cenctrifugal pumps. Each induction motor is equipped aih a nonraverse -ech an~s to prevent reverse rotation of any pun; :hat is zo: being used during operation with all four pumps energazed.  

The Calvert Cliffs-1 safety injection (SI) system includes EPI and L?: capabilIt= as well as S7 tanks (ac:==ulatcs)* 7:r each uni: fcur S7 anks are oCh :: ata to zea the four reactor inlet lines. Each tank has a volume of 56.63 = (2000 :- 2 ) of borzte ;atera z refueli me c~nO . r. z a= 
f-4- 

-e -a a ses-of-coolan.  
accident (.0CA), the borated water is forced into the primary system by the expansion of the nitrogen. The water frc= :hi-e -tanks adecuately cools the entire cre.* 1: addition, borated water is injected into the sae no::les by :%o .cy-pressure and three high-pressure injection pumps taking suction from the =efueling-water storage :ahk (WS7). For reliabilicy, the-design capacl:7. from -the combined operation of one high-pressure and one l 
adequate injection flow for any LOCA; in a desi---basis accident, at least one high-nressure and one- low- ressure pump will receive power fi7a the emerZency-power sources if normal power"is lost and one of the emergency 
diesel-generators is assumed to fail. -Upon -d;ietion 5 the R7ST supply, the -gh-pressure pump. suc:ions automatically transfer to the connta=en: s:; and the low-pressure pumps are. shat down. The high-pressure pump has sufficient 
capaci:7 to cool the 'cre adequately , at' the start of recirculation. During 
recirculation, heat in the reci lztInag water is removed in the shutdocu
cooling heat exchanger by the containment spray system. Further, the suction of 
the high-pressure SI pump may be manually, aligned to inject subcooled warer from 
the shutdown cooling heat exchangers directly into the RCS for core cooling.  

A schematic of the reaccor-coolant svstem is presented in Fig. 2. The 
7RAC-PFI input model of the Calvert Cliffs-I plant is described in Appendix 3.  
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C. Zion-I Summary Descriotionn 

Zion-I is a Westinghouse (.) four-loop PWR operated by Commonwealth Zdison 
Company. Design thera. power output of the reactor is 3250 The 
reactor-coolant system consists of the reactor vessel, four steam generators, 
four RC?s, the pressurizer and the piping connecting these components. The 
steam generators are vertical shell and U-tube heat exchangers with integral 
=oisture separating equipment. The reactor coolant flo.s through the inverted 
U-tubes, entering and leaving through the nozzles located in the hemispherical 
bottom head of the steam generator. Steam is generated on. the shell side and 
flows upward through the moisture soparators to the outle: noz:le a: the :op of 
:ha vassal. Stea: iryars are employed to increase the steam quali:y to a 
nimm of 99.75Z (0.25 moisture). The moisture separator recirculaIon -low 

=ixas *i:h fee&.-a:er as i: )asses through rhe 'n-hlas ? =ed 37 th oall anrd :he tube bundle -rapper. The RC? Is a vertical, single-stage, centrifugal, 

shaft-seal punn designed to pump large volumes of main toolant at high 
ta=eratures and pressures. The pressurizer connects to one of the four primary 
loops. It is a vertical, cylindrical vessel with hemispherical top and bottom 
heads. Electrical heaters are installed through the bottom head whereas the 
spray noa:1e, relief and safety-valve connections are located in the top head of 
the vessel.  

The principal mechanical components of the WCCS, -h'ch provides core 
cooling immediately following a LOCA, are the accumulators, the SI pumps, the 
centrifugal charging pumps, the residual-heat-removal pumps, refueling-water 
storage tanks, boron-injection tank, and the-associated valves and ?iping. 7or 
a large break the. accumulators represent the principal injection mechanism in 
the sense that they are the first equipment to be effective and they deliver a 
very high flow rate. Emergency cooling is provided for small ruptures primarily 
by the high-head injection pumps and upper-head accumulators. Small ruptures 
are those with an equivalent diameter of 0.1524 m (6 in.) or less, which.'do not 
immediately depressurize the reactor-coolant system below the accumulator 
discharge pressure. The centrifugal chargingpumps deliver borated water at the 
prevailing RCS pressure. . During the injection mode, the charging pumps take 
suction from . the RST. The discharge from the pumps initially sweeps the 
concentrated boric acid in the boron-injection tank into the RCS. The charging 
pumps and SI pumps are commonly referred to as "high-head pumps- and the 
residual-heat-removal pumps as -low-head pumps.- Likewise, the term Thigh-head 
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injection' is used to denote charging pump and safety injection, and -low-head 
injection" refers to residual-heat-removal-pump injec:ion. The SI pumps also 
take suction from the RWST and deliver borated water to the cold legs of the 
RCS. The SI pumps begin to deliver water to the RCS after the pressure has 
fallen below the pump-shutoff head. The residual-heat-re=oval-pu=ps take 
suction fro= the RWST and deliver borated water to the RCS. These pumps begin 
to deliver water to the RCS only after the pressure has fallen below the 
punp-shutoff. head.  

A schematic of the kCS is presented in Fig. 3. The TRAC-?71 input model 
of the. Zion-1 plan: is described in Appendix 3.  

SCion 11 descie te i a boundary e cdL s and 

used in the calculations. Reactivity-feedback-coeffl:ient calculations are 
discusszedi Sec. I. 1T AC cal ios -:A the three 'lar.:s are ex:lained in 

Secs. .V t1routh 7. Conclusions and recommendations for fui.zre work are 
outlined i Sec. 7II. The appendices describe the RAC code, TRAC modelsand 

:he ne:ro=Lcs code (.ZQAR) used to calculate the react71i:y coefficientr.  

II. . INIIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The- ii:ial and boundary conditions used for Oconee ho: and cold shutdown, 
Calvert Cliffs cold shutdowm, and Zion cold- shudovu calculaons.aesummarid

in Tables 1 through IV, respectively. Sy::etry of the. RES intake and output 

lines on the reaccor coolant loops was assued. The steam generators were 

assumed to be inoperable. The trip setpoints used in the calculations are 

listed in Table V.  

III. REACIVITY-FIDBAC--COFFICINT-CALCUATIONS 

The. SAR .information on reactivity-feedback coefficients was izimal and 
limited to a constant value for the entire operational range of the reactor.  
TRAC's reactivity feedback model is based on a generalized rea;ivity function, 

, T=, e, 3), where 

core average fuel temperature, 

core average moderator temperature; 

as cre average void fraction, and 
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3 core average boron concentration.  

The neuCronic state of a reactor is best described by a characteristic 
eigenvalue, the effective multiplication factor (kef). This parameter can be defined as: 

kef9. number of neutrons in one generation e number of neutrons in the preceding generatzion 

The reactivity function is re*la ed to k egc by p . 6 g v 
.e& kor a given reactor state (tha: is fuel temnerature, moderator tenperature, veid fraction, and boron c-oncen:za:ien), a k :.: VS-Loe zzz e .. ,uazd 7-, .-- d = 1 hen =.be reactor is critical and a constant power level is maintained. If kef! > 1, the reactor is 

superczrizcal (power increasing), and I'f kel: ( 1r 1-s ±5 1 ef the reac:or is suberitical (power decreasing). Point-reactor kinetics theory was used to desc=rbe reactor power (neutran population) and delayed-neutrca precursor concentrations. A =ultigroup aeutron diffusion theor7 code, L"0PARD (Appendix C), was used to calculate the value of keff for diferent reactor states. The fuel-temperatu.re 
coefficient was assumed independet: of the moderator-"emperature, colan-void, 
and boroc-concentration. For each transient a set of keff values -was calculated for 17 different reactor states (Tables 71 through IX). The midpoint values -were based on the nominal. initial reactor state described in the previous 
section. The reactivi:y coefficients are defined in the following form: 

ao 

a- (74 7M , B) 

a 

as f' Ts, 3), and 

8o 
a.  
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A quadratic fi: was used to represent the ke;. values as a function of the 
desi:ed variable. To general, for a table of the form: 

k4 -1 
State parameter k 

kk 

. 2 k2 2 

:ne set of equa:Ions to be solved is: 

C0*'%i-)2 +C I C2 - pl, and 

C0(12)2 + CX1 2+ C2 - 2 d 

where 1, X1  X2,, Po 1, and o2 are known values. This syste= of three 
equatinos and three unkno.ns can be solved for Cot C1 , and C.2. The reac:ivity 
coefficient is then calculated as 

a (X) 2Co x + C 1 

where X is any of the three variables: T.* z, or R3. The calculated reac:ivity 
coefficients for the three reactors (four transients) are listed in Tables I 
through XVI. .These reactivity coefficients were used for the four transients 
studied. Both void reactivity and moderator-temperature-feedback coefficients 
are functions of boron concentration. 3oth coefficients are negative for small 
baron concentrations. As boron concentration increases, both coefficients 
become positive for sall void contenr and the lower coolant temperatures. For 
small void conten: the dominant effect is removal of absorber (boron) atms and 
not noderator atoms. Therefore, no noticeable shift in the neutron energy 
spectrum is observed, but the number of available neutrons increases. As the 
void content increases, a removal of moderator atoms shifts the spectrum to 
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higher energies, fewer neutrons will be absorbed by :he fuel, and reactivity 

becomes negative. A similar argument applies to moderator-temperature feedback.  

17. OCONEE-1 ?WR 

Two transients were calculated to investigate the consequences of at 
unmi:igated boron-dilution event in the Oconee Uni: 1 PWR. The first transient 
was a hot shutdown case (Table I, Mode 4), and the second was a cold shutdown 
case (Table II, Mode 5). The dilu:ion flow rate was assumed to be higher in 
mode 4 that in mode 5. The noding diagram for the TAC model is illustrated in 
Fig. 4. The dilution flow path is into the cold leg and up through the core. A 
simple formula can be derived to oredic: tne time for criticality based on a 
ho=ogeneous mixing assumption. A control-volume approach can be used to develop 
a ho=ogeneous mixing model for the dile:ion event. This method was used in the 
: . sloer a control volume cha: contains .a :ozasi water mass M, a: a 
concentration 3-(t), at time. t. Let the dilution flow be a constant m entering 
the volume a: zero ppm, mixing instantaneously with the volume, and.leaving a: a 
concentration 3(t) ppm. The following picture illustrates this model: 

.M at S 

r at 
SOppm P(t ppm 

3(t) = uniform boron concentration at time t, and 

& u dilution flow.  

A boron continuity equation can be written as: 

B(t B : (t).  

Rearrange and let At * 0 to get 
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BE (t) B ~ (r).  

This is. a first-crder homogeneous ordinary differential equation and has an 
exponential solution of the form: 

3(:) - 3. eM 

B- t 3: er 

M- -total system mass.  

To calcIate, the time to critical, we solve for : to get: 

rSo 
sc =in -- , 

C 

were 

t , time to critical, and 

boron concentration necessary for criticali:y.  

This model was used in the ?SAR analysis of the boron-dilution even:.: This 
formula is nonconservative because of the homogeneity and instantaneous mixing 

assumptIons. If f is properly chosen,' the correct critical time may be 
predicted by Eq. (1). This is discussed in the Sec. VI. - Conclusions. The 

boron concentrations predicted by TRAC were nonuniform throughout the RCS. The 

concentration was lower in. the vessel than in the other components. As the 
reactor power increased during the supercritical periods, a strong natural 
circulation flow was induced in the reactor vessel and the coolant loops. This 
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caused mixing of the higher-concentration water in the coolant loops With the 
lower-concentration water in the vessel and introduced some negative reactivity.  
The dilution continued until the second power burst, when more mixing was 
induced by natural circulation, and so on. The concentration of borom in the 
loops approached the vessel concentration after every power burst and the 
corresponding induced flow in the loops. This sequence of events continued 
throughout the course of the transient because of the infinite dilution-source 
assumption.. However, the magnitude of the variations in power, and concentration 
decreased with increasing transient time.  

The detailed event sequences for modes 4 and 5 are discussed next.  
A. Mode4 

The event sequence for the hot shutdown case (mode 4) is listed in 
ab Le ." . A: the scar: of this transient, 6 h aZ:er shutdow,' the fission 

PC-aar. th :az- -- *;s alcst zero. :C An one-- ---.. t -:Ce 

shows that 10r a reactivity of -. 01 the reactor period is 21 s. That is, for 
:he first six hours the neutronic power dropoed by a factor of e (2 .71828) every 
21 s. This results in a power level of 5.79 x 10-438 W. Because of the absence 
or neutron source ters, including spontaneous fission, in MAC s point-reactor 
kinetics model, an initial fission .power level of 1 W was ass=ed. The 
magnitude of the initial fission power will not change the results notIceably.  
During the first 135k s. of the transient, the fission power decay continued, but 
at a slower .rate because of the increasing negative reactivity., The reactivity 
became positive at 1354 s. The reactor became supercritical and fission power 
started to increase. Neutronic power at 1354 s was an extremely small number.  
Therefora, a finite time was required for the fission power to make a 
significant contribution to the decay heat power level. As unborated water 
entered the RCS (10.64 kg/s, 170,g-m), reactivity increased and crL:±alty 
occurred at 1354 s (see Figs. 5 and 6). The homogeneous mixing .=del (q. (1)) 
predicts a citicality time of 2669 s .(44 =in). The lower concentration of 
boron in the . reactor core reduces the time to first criticality in the TRAC 
ealculation. The first supercrical power pulse was observed at 1931 s (see 
Fig. 7). This was 577 s (10 =in) after the reactor had become Critical.  
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The downturns in the boron-concentration reactivity feedback (see Fig. 6) 

were a result of higher-concentration boron solution entering the core region.  

The dcminance of boron-concentration reactivity feedback over moderator-and 

fuel-temperature feedbacks is evident in Fig. f!. This phenomenon can be 

illustrated by examining the boron concentrations in the reactor coolant loops 

and the vessel (Fig. 8). Initially, the boron concentration in the loops was 

higher than in the vessel because the dilution flow path was through. the core 

and loop flows were small. As the power began to increase, the densi:y 

difference caused by core heatup became sufficient to induce flow in the vessel.  

This induced flow in the reactor coolant loops caused mixing of the 

higher-concentration solution in the c:cl:.: leops with lower-concentration 

boron solution In the, core region. The power peaked at 243 T (Fig. 7) and -then 

4::iAl A ressd because of the fuel l and noderator-tenmerature 

coezzicare:s and shor:17 thereafter because. of higher-concentration boron.  

During the first power excursion the core, average pressure increased from 

Z.0 Fa (290 psia) to 2.73 Ha (396 psia) briefly, and :hen fell back to 2.1 .?a 

(-07 psia) as cooler licuid from the rest of the system entered the core region.  

The. exact time of the first excursion is a function of the flow to :he vessel 

from the unborated-water source and RERS flow rate.  

As dilution continued, a second excursion was induced at approximately 

2800 s. As wi:h the first excursion, the peak power was limited by .fuel Docler 

and coolant-temperature feedback. The second power pulse caused more mixing of 

the boron solution throughout the reactor-coolant system. ,The core average 

pressure increased to 2.64 ?ea (382 psia) briefly, and then dropped back to 

2.3 MPa (330.psia).  

Continued dilution resulted in a third excursion. hen this excursion 

began, the boron concentration in the RCS was fairly uniform and below the 

critical concentration level. Fuel Doppler and moderator-temperature feedback 

were not sufficient to lower the reactor power significantly. Core temperature 

and pressure began to rise noticeably because of the large energy deposition in 

the coolant. Limited core voiding (< .002) was observed around 4000 s. For 

small void fractions (< 10%) in the core, -the dominant reactivity feedback is 

the removal of boron atoms (positive reactivity) and not the rpmoval of 

moderator atoms (negative reactivity).. A small positive reactivity (3.5 X 10"") 

was added by the slight voiding in the core. Rapid pressurization (7ig. 6) of 

the system prevented boiling in the core and terminated the positive reactivity



input. The RRRS pressure rose to a peak value of 2.88 MPa (418.psia), and an 
isolation signal was generated (setpoin: was 2.76 MPa (400 psia)). The RERS 
pump and heat exchanger were turned off with a 10 s ramp, and the heat sink was 
lost. The RHRS isolated at 3645 s. The pressure rapidly reached the 
power-operated-relief valve (PORV) setpoint of 15.5 XPa (2250 psia) and the ?ORV 
opened at 5791 s (Fig. 9). The calculation was terminated shortly after this.  
The RHRS safety valve first opened at 2039 s when its seepo.Lnc of 2.52 MPa 
(365 psia) was reached A stroke time of 45 s was assumed for the R;RS 
motor-operated valve (MOV).  

In view of the elapsed time and the number of indications of the nature of 
"he transient recaived by the operator, i: i. unlikaly that the even would 

proceed to the point of opening the PORV. The maximum pressure observed in the 
RERS before isolation (418 psia) was greater than the design pressure 

source of dilution is a possible threat to the RHRS integrity.  

An infinite source of dilution was assumed in the calculation. In the 
plan: the dilution-source capacity is limited to the size of the makeup tank 
(600 ft 3 ). At a flow race of 170 spm, 1584 s would be required to empty the 
tank. For this tank and a homogeneous mixing assumption, a boron concencration 
of 767 ppm can be obtained. The critical concentration is 734 ppm. Therefore, 
for a homogeneous syst:n (?SAR assumption) criticality cannot be reached. The 
TRAC calculation shows that the mixing is definitely heterogeneous and boron 
concentrations in the core can become sufficiently low to result in criticality.  
The resulting pressure from the first power excursion, however, is not a serious 
threat to the RERS integrity.  

B. Mode 5 

The sequence of events for the cold shutdown case (mode 5) are listed in 
Table XVIII. Overall system pressures and temperatures were lower than for 
mode 4. Therefore, a higher initial boron concentration (843 ppm) was necessary 
to suppress the excess reactivity for a shutdown margin of 1: Ak/k. A.LOPARD 
(Appendix C) calculation showed 769, ppm (or less) was necessary for criticality 
.(74 ppm/% reactivity).  

The dilution flow was 5.31 kg/s (85 gpm). As the average boron 
concentration in the core decreased, the reactivity increased and criticality 
occurred at 4340 s (see 7igs..10 and 11). The homogeneous mixing model 

(Eq. (1)) predicts a criticalIty time of 5147 s. The boron concentrations it 
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this transient were more uniform throughout the reactor-coolant system than for 

=ode 4. 3ecause the dilution flow was smaller, the time to reach criticality 

was increased. The concentration gradient between the core and the 

reactor-coolant loops in this transient was much smaller than for mode 4 (see 

Fig. 12). The first power pulse was limited to 182 Tw' by the fuel Doppler 

feedback coefficient (Fig. 13). The energy deposited in the coolant induced a 

natural circulation flow in the vessel and the coolant loops.  

Eigher-concentration boron solution was brought into the core region, 

introducing negative reactivity (Tig. 11). The magnitude and duration of the 

agati--rea-:ivity ;;ere 'no: sufficient to reduce the Fis sion power below the 

decay-heat power level (17 WhE). As the dilution con:inued, a se::nd power 

excursion was observed. ?ressure increased to the RERS safety valve seepoin: 

( . 0 : first .pened the valve at 6784 s (171. 1) e .  

pump and heat exchanger were. tured off on high, pressure in the RHRS at 6785 s.  

Net energy in the sys:e: increased, and therefore also the pressure, because the 

heat sink was lost. The RRS hOV closed at 6830 s. (45 s after the isolation 

signal) and isolated the RERS.. The =aximum pressure observed in the RE?.S was 

2.58 X2a (274 psia). This pressure is slightly greater than the design pressure 

(2.52 Pa, 365 psia).  

V. CALVERT CLIFTS-1 PWR 

A transient was calculated to investigate the consequences of. an 

unmitigated boron-dilution event in the Calvert Cliffs-1 plant during 

cold-shutdown conditions (mode 5). Unborated water was injected into the Loop-3 

cold leg (see TRAC-2F1 noding-diagrams in Figs. 1.a and 1!b). A s:2ll loop flouW 

in the reactor coolant loops was observed.' This flow was caused by the RHRS 

suction out of the hot legs and injection into the cold. legs. The RHRS was 

assumed to be similar to the Oconee model. A constant-power heat exchanger 

removed 18 MW of decay power. In the initial and boundary conditions table for 

this transient (Table 111), a vapor volume (10% of total volume) was assumed to 

exist in the pressurizer. Because of the large subcooling in the system, 

saturation conditions were assumed in ,the , pressurizer to avoid rapid 

condensation of the vapor bubble. The PORV setpoint was lowered to 3.21 Pa 

(465 psia) .from its normal operating setpoint of 15.5 Ma (2250 psia) to protect 

the RERS from possible pressure increases in the RCS. The pressurizer 

safety-relief valve is a spring-loaded valve, and its setpoint remained the same 

as the operating condition seepoint at 17.2 %Pa (2500 psia). The RP.RS 
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safety-valve setpoint was assumed to be 3.1 MPa (450 psia). Because of low 

dilution flow rate (5.5 kg/s, 88 gpm) and a shutdown margin of 3Z, 14417 s (4 h) 

elapsed before criticality was reached (Figs. 16 and 17). During these 14417 s, 

the fission power .diminished because of the negative reactivity. Because no 

neutron sources were assumed in the point-reactor kinetics modeling, a period of 

2184 s (36 min) was spent in a supercritical state before the first power pulse 

was observed (Fig. 18). As discussed in Sec. IV, Oconee Mode 4, this time delay 

is caused by depletion of the fast and delayed neutron inventory before 

criticality. The delay time was larger in this transient than in the Oconee 

transients because the time to criticality was larger in this case. The 

hc=ogeneous =ixing model (developed 'in the previous section) predicts a ci=e to 

criticality of 16812 s (4.7 h). Loop flows of 20 kg/s were maintained in the 

reactor-cocla: loops until :he first power excursion. This small flow in the 

loons uniformly mixed the coolant boron concentrations throughout the system 

(except for the pressurizer). The homogeneous mixing model overpredicts the 

criticality time by 24 46 s (41 min). Therefore, it is nonconservative. The net 

energy input (core power - heat exchanger) was negative during the first 16350 s 

because a constant heat-exchanger power removal was assumed and core power 

(decay heat)' was exponentially decreasing as .a function of time. This net 

negative energy caused a decrease in primary-system pressure and the 

makeup-and-letdown system was used to maintain primary pressure. The core and 

loop concentrations are .illustrated in Fig. 19. As higher-concentration boron 

solution entered the, core, the boron reactivity feedback decreased and the 

reactor became suberitical. The fission power decreased. below the decay-heat 

power, and subcriticality was maintained because the RHRS had isolated and was 

not circulating the diluted -solution through the core. This phenomenon is 

observed in Tig. 19, where boron concentration in the cold leg on the Loop-A.  

side drops faster than in the other cold leg. However, the boron concentration 

in the- core remained at a higher level because of the lack of coolant flow 

through the core.  

The system pressure rapidly increased because the -pressurizer vapor volume 

was mall (< 10%) and could not -accommodate primary-system coolant expansion.  

The RERS safety valve first opened at 16698 s when its setpoint of 2.52 ?ea 

(365 .psia) was reached. Primary system pressure increased to the PORV setpoint 

of 3.206 MPa (465 psia) when the RERS isolated and the heat sink was los: 

(Fig. 20). The RHRS MOV closed at 16743 s (60 s after the high pressure 
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signal). The ?ORY first opened at 16707 s. A maximum RERS pressure of 
3.561 MPa (516 psia) was observed at 16729 s. This maximum RalRS pressure, 
observed before isolation, was only slightly greater than the design pressure 
3.551 .a (315 psia). Therefore, no serious threat to the RHRS integrity exists.  

VI. ZION-1 ?*R 

A TRAC calculation modeled the Zion-1 ?WRs response to a boron-dilution 
event that started while the reactor was in a cold-shutdown mode. 76e -.- a
and ocurdary condi:ions are Egiven in Table IV. Figures 21a and 2'h are. the T:AC 
noding diagrams for Zion-l. The dilution (make-up) flow was, assumed to enter 
the Leocp-3 cold leg and proceed into the core. The let-down flow exited fr= 

le2 a~.Te Ieflwwas s--e:7ic !. --'e 71= z: : 
The Zion plant differs significantly from the Oconee and Calvert Cliffs 

plants in :hat its RMRS is designed : withstand higher pressures. The 3.1. Ta 
(450 psia) setpoint that we assumed for the safety valve in :he Zion IRFS was 
slightly higher than :he 3.0 MTa (435 psia) serpoint for the PORV.  

The event sequence for the- calculation is summarized in Table L The 
unborated water was assumed to be injected into the Lop-3 -cold leg at a
constant cass flow rate of 10.95 kg/s (175 gm). The effective multipl-cation 
factor, keff, is illustrated in Yig. 22. The initial value of kaL was assumed 
to be 0.925926, which corresponds to the initial reactivity of -. 08 (8% Ak/k 
shutdown margin). The boron dilution caused an inciease in keff, which reached 
the critical value of 1.0000 at- 7644 s. The relatively leh.g time t a 
criticality was a result of the large shutdown margin. The reactor was 
supercritical (keff' > 1) until 8322 s, when the feedback mechanisms forced the 
reactor to become subcritical (keff < 1). The maximum ke was 1.0050354 and 
occurred at 8258 s.  

The fundamental feedback mechanisms were the fuel Doppler and the 
moderator-temperature coefficients, which were both negative. A power pulse 
(423 NW) at 8267 s was generated by the boron-dilution effect (positive 
reac:ivity). That power pulse was limited by the moderator-and fuel-temperature 
feedback effect (negative reactivi:7). However, the dominant reactivity 
feedback was the negative boron feedback from the higher-concentration boron 
solution that circ-lated into the vessel as a result of the enhanced natural



circulation stimulated by the power pulse. That feedback terminated the Dower 
pulse.  

Figure 23 shows the boron concentrations in various regions and 
illustrates this phenomenon. The cold legs and vessel had a lower concentration 
of boron than the hot legs because the unborared water entered the cold legs 
first. This lower-concentration fluid then entered the vessel and further 
mixing occurred. there. Rence, until 8267 s, the boron concentration in the 
vessel followed the concentration level in the cold legs. During this initial 
time period, the concentration in the hot legs remained relatively high. This 
occurred because the flow there was rela'Ively stagnan:. (The steam generators 
were assumed inac:ive.) The power pulse, however, changed all that. The fluid 
throughout the system quickly mixed. This mixing brought additional boron into 
:he Vessel, M.ae h sr'.i7 8tri:s te;v:-us. E 
czntrast, the homogeneous model, which assumed instantaneous mixing, predicted 
criticality at 18230 s (Sc. (1).), long after the heterogeneous model had gone 
cri:ical.  

.The reactor power history is illustrated in Fig. 2. The power pulse 
occurred at 8267 s, 623 s after the reactor first wentcritical. During that 
elapsed time the reactor replenished the depleted neutron inventory. .The 
briefness of the power pulse is 'ascribed to negative reactivity feedback from 
several, sources. Figure 2-5 displays those -feedbacks. The fuel- and 
moderator-temperature . feedbacks both. became ''negative. The biggest change, 
however, was in the boron-concentration reactivity feedback. It dropped 
abruptly as a result of the higher concentration of boron ,circulated into the 
core by the enhanced natural circulation. When the pulse terminated, the 
circulation, in the,hot legs again stagnated, the fluid in the core contained 
gradually less boron, and the boron-concantration reactivity 'feedback resumed 
its rise.  

As the reactor power increased rapidly at 8267 s, the pressure -ia the 
pressurizer rapidly reached the PORV.,setpoint 'of 3.0 Ma (435 psia), :and the 
PORV first opened at 8282 s (iig. 26). The cycling of the PORV then controlled 
the pressure in the system throughout the remainder of the calculation.  

The RHRS safety valve first opened at 8233 s, when its secpoint of 3.1 MPa 
(450 psia) was reached. A maximum RERS pressure of 3.49 Mea (506 psa) was 
reached at 8284 s, (Fig. 27). At 8300 s, the RERS check valve was closed. At 
8279 s, high primary pressure signaled the RHRS MOV to begin closing. That 
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valve was assuned to have a stroke time of 60 s. Acccrdingl', at E339 s the .0V 

was fully closed, and :he iERS isolated.  

in su=-ary, for the Zion-1 plant, for the assu=ptions used, an unmitiga:ed 
bcroc-dilution event was no: a threat te the RERS integri:.* The maximum 

pressures observed in the RERS before isolation were below the design pressure 
of 4.24 KPa (615 psia). The opening of the PORV, with its large relief 

capacity, safely protected the ZIon RZRS from the .higher pressures.  

Turthermore, in the calculation an infinite source of dilution was assumed; 

whereas the dilution source may actually be limited to the size of the makeu 
tack whih is100 :3. : a low ate of 17= te : :Akes125st ptte 

tank. Assuming a crogeneous system, a 1oron concentrazion of 14.1 pp.would be 

reached. The reactof will be critical only for concentrations 4723 pro.  

shutdown margin of 7.3Z would be restored. =ence for a.li=i:ed dilution source 

:he reator would no: go critical.  

. N ONS AND RZCOXMENDANS 

TRAC-??1 calculaticns for the three plants have shown that a high-power (9 

- : o iomizal power) excursion is possible. Sufficient heat capacity exists 

in the primary system to prevent large increases in temperature and pressure.  

System pressure is a. func:ion of net energy deposited rather than the magmitude 

of the power peak. A passive shutdoun mechanism (flow, of higher-concentration 

boron solution from the reactor-coolant loops into the core region) is available 

to terminate :he first excursion. The magnitude of this negative reactivi:7 

insertion decreases with an increasing number of power excursions and the 

accompanying natural circulation flow. In view of the information (alarms and 

indications) that would. be received by the operator and the time available, 

further excursions are possible, but not likely. The maximum pressure observed 

in the RERS before isolation are tabulated in Table =. The pressures observed 

are within -a small margin. of the design pressures and do not impose a serious 

threat to the RHRS.  

Oconee-1 (Mode 4) would be the case of most concern if the .0V (or the 

check valves) failed to close, and no operator action were taken. Such a 

sequence could resul: in an interfacing sys:ems LOCA.5 As a parametric study, 

the RHRS safety-valve relief capacity was increased 100 times. This parametric 

case showed no noticeable difference in the results. The ?OV setpoin: seems to 
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be the dominant boundary condition for maximum pressures throughout the primaryC 
system.  

The homogeneous mixing model developed in Sec. I7 may be modified to 
produce more accurate results by introducing an effective mass (CMe>) 4nto the 
equation (Eq. (1)) and rewriting i: as: 

tCl"eff B0 
t ln 

c 

... values *for CYaff> for the set of transients studied in this report are sa ed in Ta'le II. The effective system =ass fraction ( for Zion was :he !owes: because loo flows were small and RRS and dilution flow were large.  A similar si:uation was observed for Oconee (mode 4) and .the same argumen: 
holds. The difference between Zion (mode 5) and. Oconee (mode 4) transients, in terms of cri:icality, was that the loop flows were larger in the Oconee (mode 4) 
case. Oconee (mode 5) and Calver: Cliffs (=ode 5) were different in that the 
dilution flow and RIRS flow rates were smaller and loop flows were larger than 
Zion and Oconee (mode 4) cases. Therefore, the larger the .dilution and .RlSS 
flow. rates and/or smaller loop flows, the smaller Mefff> fraction. The 
effective mass is, in general, a function of the dilution and the RERS flow 
races, loop flows, and total system mass. The effective mass quantity is 
bounded, on the lower end, by, the core watermass. Its upper bound is the total 
primary system water mass (excluding the pressurizer). More detailed study of 
the fluid dynamics and mixing models are required to define the <4efa> in an explicit form. This study is recommended for future work.  

For further analysis of these transients more accuracy and confidence in 
the RERS parameters is required. The parameters used. were extracted primarily from the ySARs and in some cases may not be current values. ?arameters from 
other similar ?4Rs were also used, where more accurate infomation was not 
available. More accurate modelinrog of the makeup-and-letiown system control is 
also required. Incorporation of these changes should not change the qualitative 
results obtained in.this report.  
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TA3LZ I 

INIAL AND 3OUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR OCONEE-1 (MODZ 4) 
BORON DILUTON TRANSIENT 

Ran__eValue for 

?arame:er Mi. Max. Calculation 

?:i=ary ?7essurea 4.755 M2a 2.068 Ma 
(689.7 psia) (300 psia) 

?rizay eaure 366.5 K !:a4g, 8  

Shertdoun margine,i 
k 

In-itial Been 83 p 

Critical* Boon 734 pp 

Dilution Flov 0 0.01577 =3/s 0.01073 =3 /s 
(250 gsp) 10.6 4pkg/s 

(170 gym) 

luionr~.~ *308.2 x 
Te=peratrea . -950 

Dilut an lt 1 cold leg 
Locations 

tilution Sourcee Makeu tank plus operator action 

Source 7olume 16.99 M3 Unlimited 
(600 ft3 ) 

Pressurizar Vapor 50% vaper 
or Gas 7o1umeb 

Pressurizer V l2.48m 
(1500 f:3 ) 

Total ?rimary Volume 320.3=3 

(11320 ft
3 ) 

ota1 ?7imary 2.9258 x 105 kg 
Water Mass" (6.472 x 105 1b) 

?ressurizer 1.5798 x 10' kg ) ater assd (3.483 x 10' 1b) 
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TABLZ I (cont) 

?arameter h Ranze Value for 
Calculation 

RaRS Flow R.ateZ 
(2 pumps) 0.3785 =3/s 

351.1 kg/s 
(6000 spM) 

outlet Locationa 
3oth LPI lines 

inlet Locationa 
Both hot legs 

1.elet/Outlet .  
:e=pera:ures- 2 

4(3.6/279.6 0 F) 
ZERS Design Pressuref 

2.5145 !ima 
(363 sa 

1?5Safety-V alve..  
;Raced Floz 0.008328 =3/s at 

2.066 Sa 
(132 gym at 
300 psia) 

Reac:or-Coolant 
Pumnsb of 

Deca ?owerb 

(6 hrs after scram.) 
Initial Fission 
?ower 

?ower-Operated Relief
7 :lve Setpointa .15.51 M~a .15.51 !ea 

.p(2250 psia) (2250 psia) 
Power-Operated Relief- 12.6 kg/s a1 Valve RLated Flowh 116k/ t12.6 kg/s at 

15.51 M.Pa 15.51 MPa 
(x 105 lb (1 x 105 lb 
steam/hr at steam/hr atm 
2250 psia) 2250 psia) 

Safet7-Valve Setpoin:f 17.24 Pa 17.24 Wa 
(2500 psia) (2500 psia) 

Safery-Valve Rated Flowa (2 valves) 84.04 kg 
steam/s at 
17.24 MPa 
(6.67 x 105 lb 
steam/hr 
at 2500 psia)



TABLE I (cont) 

NC77S FOR TABLE I 

a Assumed.  

b R. Audette (Telecon, June 20, 1983).  

cTech. Spec. (p. 15-1).  

d Calculated.  

7:.-I-2 FSAR (p. 15.1, 4-1).  

Oconee 73AR.  

huke ?ower (?rivate Co=.).  

zSinning or equilibr-- zv:e wi:.h all Con:::1 .7is, exce: -aos: 
reactive rod, inserted (Ref. R. Audette, Teleco, July 20, 1983).  
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TABLE II 

INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR OCONEE-1 (MODE 5) 
UNMITIGATED-30RON-D ILLUTbON TRANS IENT.  

Ranze Value for 
Parameter Min Max. Calculation 

Primary Pressurea 1.896 MPa 689.5 K?a 
(275 psia) - (100 psia) 

Primary Temperatureb 333.2 K 333.2 K 
(140 0) (140 Or) 

Shudow.-n Mar in'k , Ak . k 

Initial Boron k 843. p 
Concent:atibnZk 

CrtclScron D6 o= 
Concenrrationc,k 

Dilution Flow 0 0.01577 =2/s 0.005363 =3/s 
Rate (250 gm) (85 gpm) 
(1 pump) 

Dilution 308.2 K 308.2 K 
Temperaturee (95 on (95 or) 

iu:ice Th1st :wo cold legs 
Locatione 

Dilation Sourcef Makeup tank plus operator action 

Source Volume. 16.99 ma Unlimited 
(600 ft3) 

Pressurizer Vapor 35% gas 
or Gas Volumed 

Pressurizer VolumeS 4.48 m3 

* (1.500,ft3 ) 

Total Primary VolumeS 320.5 =3 

(11220 f:3) 

.otal Primary 3.24705 x 105 kg 
Wacar Mass (7.139 101 lb) 

Pressurizer 2.723 x 10' kg 
Water hassc (6.003 10" 1b) 
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TABLE II (cont) 

'Range Value for 

Parameter Min. Max. Calculation 

RRRS Flow Raceh 0.1893 m2/s 
(1 pump) 187.0 kg/s 

(3000 gpm) 

Outlet Locatione Both L?I lines 

Inlet Locatione Beth hot legs 

Inlet/Outlet 337.4/315.8 K 
- per:=es- .(147.7/108.8 07 

1525 Design PressureZ 2.5145 ?a 
(365 psia) 

Rated.1~ at 2.066 Pa 
(132 spa 
a: 200 psia) 

Reacto:-Cod~t off 

Decay ?ower 17 %W 
(1.2 hrs after. scram) 

Initial Fission I W, 
Powere 

Fover-Operated Relief- 3.792 Ma 
Valve Setpoint . (550 psia) 

Power.Operated Relief- 12.6 kg/s 
Valve Rated FlowJ at 15.51 Mea 

(1 x 105 
lba steam/hr 
at 2500 psia) 

Safety-Valve Setpointg 17.24 MWa 17.24 2a 
(2500 psia) (2500 psia) 

Safety-Valve Rated 84.04 kg steam/s 
Flowi (2 valves) at 17.24 ea 

(6.67 x 105 
lba steam/hr 
at 2500 psia) 
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TABLE II (cont) 

NOTES FOR TA3LE II 

a Oper. Proc.  

b Tech. Spec. (p. 15-1).  

c Calculated.  

d R. Audette (Telecon, June 22, 1983).  

e Assumed.  

:-2 TSAR (p. 1.2.4-1).  

T.I-2 TSAR (p. 6.3-25).  

Duke Power (?rivate Comm.).  

Beginning of ecuilibrium cycle wi:h all control rods, except most 
reac:ive rod, inser:ed (Ref. R. Audette, Telecon July 20, 1983)..  
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TABLE III 

INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR CALVERT CLIFFS (MODE 5) 
UNMITICATED-BORON-DILUTION TRANSIENT 

Ranze Value for 
?arameter Min* Max. Calculation 

Primary ?ressurea 1.862 M~a 1.379 Ma 
(270 psia) (200 psia) 

?7imary Temperatureb 366.5 K 366.5 K 
(200 e) (200 o0 ) 

Al 
Shu:down Margi;, -. k- -k 

Init:ial Boron 892 ppm 
Concentrat ioV'n 

rica Bc:oz 618 pRM 
Concentrationm 

Dilu:ion Flow 0 0.00823 =2/s 0.005532 =2/s Rate e(132 gpm) 5.505 kg/s 
(2 pumps) (88 

Dilution 308.2 K 
Temperaturea (95 OF) 

DIlution Inlat: 1 cold le3 
Locationa 

Dilution Sourcef Volume control tank plus operator ac:±on 

Source Volumea Uz2imited 

?rassurizer Vapor 0 75% 10% vapor 
or Gas-VolumeS 

?ressurizer Volumeh 42.48 m3 

(1500 f:3) 

Total Primary Volumeh 271.9 =3 

(9601 ft2 ) 

rotal ?rimary 2.9356 x 105 kg 
Wacer Mass (6.472 x 105 lb) 

Pressurizer 4.11801 x 10" kg 
Water Mass (9.079 x 10' lb) 
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TABLE III (con) 

Range Value for 
?arameter Min. axe. Calculation 

RERS Flow Ratei 0.1893 m2/s 0.2839 m2/s 0.2524 ml/s 
(1.LIS pump) (3000 gpm) (4500 gpm) 244.4 kg/s 

(4000 gpm) 

Outlet Locationa All cold legs 

Inlet Locationa .oth hot legs 

inlet/Outlet 375.7/358.0 K 
Temeraturesd, . (226.6/184.7 C7) 

RHRS Design Pressure" 3.549 MPa 
(515 psia) 

R*.s zfecy-Valve. =,7/s at 
Rated Flow 2.066 MPa 

(132 gpm at 
300.psia) 

Reactor-Coolant Off 

Decay Powerz lB MW 
(12 hrs after scram) 

*Iitial Fission 1W 
?owera 

Power-Operated Relief- 3.206 MPa 3.206 MPa 
Valve Setpoinck (465 psia) ("63: psia).  

Power-Operated Relief- 18.90 kg steam/s 37.80 kg steam/s 
Valve Rated Flow. at 16.55 M-a at 16.55 MPa 

(1.5 x 105 (3.0 x 105 
lbM steam/hr lb steam/hr 
at 2400 psia) at 2 4 0 0 psia) 

Safety-Valve Setpoinc1  17.06 MPa 17.41 MPa 17.24 Mpa 
(2475 psta) (2525 psia) (2500 psia) 

Safety-Valve Rated 37.30 75.60 
Flow (2 valves) kg steam/s kg steam/s 

at 17.24 14a at 17.24 ea 
per valve per valve 
(3.0 x 105 (6.0 x 105 
lbm steam/hr lb steam/hr 
at 2500 psia at 2500 psia 
per valve) per valve) 
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TABLE III (cont) 

S FOR TA3LE III 

a Assumed.  

b R. Audette (Telecon,, June 22, 1983).  

e Tech. Spec. (p. 3/4 1-3).  

d Calculated.  

e Calvert Cliffs ?SAR Rev. 1 (p. 14. 

Calvert Clifs SA;R Rev. 1.  

h Calvert liff s FSAR Rev. 1 (p. 4-1).  

Calve~r: :lifs FSAA Rev. 1 (p. 6-10).  

SCalvert Cliffs ?SAR Rev. 1 (p. 9-20).  

Tech. Spec. (p. 3/ 4-26a).  

1ech. Spec. (p. 3/4 4-3).  

Beginnimg of equilibrim cycle with all control rods, excep: mcs: ra C:ive rod, inserted (Ref. lR. Audette, TelecOn July -10 -1983), 

'0



TABLE IV 

INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR ZION (MODE 5) 
BORON DILUTION TRANSIENT 

Ranee Value for ?arameter Mi. Max. Calculation 

Primary ?ressurea 3.032 M?a 1.480 Ma 
(439.7 pst.a) (214.7 psia) 

?imary Temperatureb 338.7 K 338.7 K 
(150 Or.) 6 e'y(150 Or) 

Initial Boron 1551  
Concentracione . . . 551pp 

Cri:ical 3oron 703 
Concentratione 

Diluion Flow 0.01577 m3 /s 0.01104 m2/s 
(250 gpm) 10.95.kg/s 

(175 gpo)v 

Dilution 308.2 K 
Temperaturec (95 OF) 

Dilution Inlet Loop-B cold le
Location-L 

Dilution Sourceg Volume control tank plus operator action 

Source 7ol=ec 11.27 r' TIini:e in 

(400 ft 3 ) calculations 

Pressurizer Vapor water solid or Gas VolumeS 

Pressurizer Volumeh 50.97 m 

(1800 ft 3 ) 

Total Primary Volume 1  
339.= 3 

(12000 ft 3 ) 
Total Primary 3.4583 . 105 kg Water Mass 

(. x 105 lb) 
?rassurizer 

5.2191 x 10' kg Water Mass 
(1.151 x 105 lb) 
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TABLE IV (cont) 

RangeValue for 
?arameter Min. Max. Calculation 

RERS Flow RateJe 0.3785 =3/S (2 pumps) 351.1 kg/s 
(6000 gpm) 

Outlet Locationk 4 cold legs 

!=le: Locationk 4 hot legs 

-a=zdra:i.res . (163.3/142.1 ) 

RHRS Design Pressure 4.24 Mpa 
(5.5 psia) 

Razed 4 Flw. 0.05678 m"/s 
ated Flow- ' at 3.204 MTa 

(900 sp 
at 465 psIa) 

Reaczcr-Coolant c 
?umps 

Decay ?ower. 21 MW 
(12 .s af:er sora, 

.1:.al Fission W 
?ower 

Power-Operated Relief- 3.00 Mha 
Valve Secpoint (435 psia) 

Power-Operated Relief- 26.46 kg steam/s 52.92 kg steam/s 
Valve Rated FlavI at 16.20 Ma at 16.20 MPa 

(2.1 x 105 (4.2 x 105 
lba steam/hr lb, steam/hr 
at 2350 psia) at 2350 psia) 

Safety-Valve Setpointa 17.24 MPa 17.24 KPa 
(2500 psia) (2500 psia) 

Safety-Valve Rated 52.92 kg steam/s 158.8 kg stea=/s 
Flos. at 17.24 Ma at 17.24 ??a 

(4.2 . 105 (162.6 x 105 
lb steam/t ' lb, steam/hr 
at 2500 psia) at 2500 psia)



TABLE IV (con:) 

NOTS FOR TA3LE IV 

a Operating ?rocedures (GOP-2).  

b Tech. Spec.  

c Assumed.  

Beginning of equilibrium cycle with all control rods, except most reactive rod, inser:ed (Ref. R. Audet:e, Telecom, July 20, 198).  

e Calculated.  

R. Aude:e (Telecon, June 22, 1983).  

gSAR.  

FSAR (Table 4.1-4).  

7SAR (Table 4.1-1).  

FSAR (Table 9.4-2).  

FSAR (p. 9.4-2), specified one' hot leg for output to RHERS and 2 cold legs for return :o primary system.  

R. Audette (Telecon, Julv 20, 1983).  

FSAR (Table 4.1-6).  

SNJUREC 0611 (Table 4.1-2).  

0 FSAR. (Table 4.1-2).  
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TA3LZ V 

TRI? SETPOLNTS 

Oconee Oconee Calvert 
Ho 1.ede 4 Mode 5 Cliffs Zion 

R.RS Safety Valve 2.5167 Ta. 2.5167 %ea 3.0 !ea 3.0 !ma (365 psia). (365 psia) (435 psia) (435 psia) 
?ORY 16.99 1a 3.792 Mpa 3.447 MTa 3.1 -a (2464 psia) (550 psia) (500 psia) (450 psia) 

a 17 .346 w_ 7 7.4 
-2.5 1.a; - psia) (,515 psia) (2495 psia) 

RES O, um, 2.758 M~ 52.758 .75 Ta '8 
: - (00 
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TAE.B VI 

-FFECrIVE MULTIpLICATION FACTOR AS A 
FUNCTION OF Tm, C, B FOR OCONEZ-1 (MODE 4) 

Moderator 
Temperature 300.0 K 422.0 K 486.0 K 
Void Fraction 

Boron Concentration - .413 ppm 

0% . 1.049056 1.043358 1.038364 
30: 1.030308 1.018356 1.007613 
60% .. 9491648 0.9321266 0.9164661 

Boron Concentration - 813 ppm 

0 0.9909077 0.19899695 0.989083

60 0.9292176 0.9144074 0.9006881 

Bor l Ca ceneration * 11 

0: 0.9396314 0.9424851 0.9449232 
30% 0.9531431 ' 0.9481454 0.9434690 
60% 0.9103813 0.8976050 .0.8856717 

TABLZ VII 

E7FECTIVE MULTILICATION FACTOR AS A 
FUNCTION OF T., a, 3 FOR OCONE!-1 (MODE 5) 

Moderator 
havoeracure 280.0 K 333.2 K 435.0 K 
Void Fraction 

Boron Concentration = 300 ppm 

0% 1.071453 1.069210 . 1.062555 
25% 1.054877 1.051650 1.040052 
50= 1.001652 0.9977329 0.9815604 

Boron Concentration - 843 pPM 

0: 0.9906433 0.9899948 0.9898296 
25% 0.99449.02 0.9925298 0.9863169 
50% 0.9643207 0.9612516 0.9488896 

Boron Concentration 1200-ppm 

/0.9446469 0.9447860 0.9479100 
25% 0.9590285 0.9577481 0.9544514 
50% 0.9416490 0.9390666 0.9289102 
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TABL! VIII 

EICTIVE MULTILICATION F'ACT0R AS A 
TUNCTION O T., C, 3 FOR CALV3RT CLIFFS-1 (MODT 5) 

Moderator 
Temnerature 300.0 K 370.0 4 460.0 K 
Void Fraction 

-oron Concentration - 300 onm 

0% 1.0/0451 1.036539 1.028379 
25: 1.019650 1.013958 1.001875 
5C5 .6 707238 096011'75 .671 

Boron Concentration = 819.9 ppm 

2* 0.9717201 0.9708693 c.992161 

0.9370240 09 316 9 5 .i.62 

zcrea__,_centraticm !1270 

C: 0.9479752 ' 0.9484365 
25: 0.9517280 . 0.9492272 1 0.94Z8368 
50: 0.9261055 0.9212583 0.9104533 

TAS1.Z IX 

7F CIVE MUTIPLICATION FACTOR AS A 
-UNCION OF T ,, ' FOR ZION-1 (MODE 5) 

Moderator 
Temmerature 300.0 K 341.0 K 470.0 K 
Void Fraction 

Boron ConcentratIon - 400 ppm 

0: 1.045561 1.042=84 1.033372 
25: 1.031778 1.028012 1.013677 
50: 0.9886280 0.9847088 0.9660547 

Boron Concentration = 1550.6 ppm 

0 0.9261407 0.9239299 .0.9312436 
25: 0.9425986 0.9411606 0.9385823 
50: 0.9335830 0.9311893 0.9207293 

BoronA- tentraci.on * 2.G-pp

0: 0.8877466 0.8883131 0.8975757 
25: 0.9126939 0.9119388 0.9129026 
50: 0.9142688 0.9123666 . 0.9046031/



TABLE X 

UEL-TMAU (DOPPLF.R) R7ACTIVITY-FE7DSACK 
COE7FICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF FUEL TEPRATtUR (Ta) 

FOR OC -1 

287.0 -0.44892 x 10-4 
310.0 '-0.42950 1 
330.0 -0.409!5 x10

. 30. C. -0. 377. x 10' 
370.0 -0.37462 x10 
390.0 -0.36765 x10" 
410.0 -0.3990 x 10 
430.0 .. -0.35476 x 

454.0 -0.35186 x 10
470.0 -0.35016 x 10' 
190.0 -0..3463 x 10
525.0 -0.32560 x 
575.0 0.31511 x 0 
625.0 -0.30263 x 10
675.0 -0.29331 x 10
725.0 -0.28539 x 10' 
775.0 -0.2786Z x 10' 
850.0 -. 26924 x 10 
950,0 -0.25996 x 10' 

1100.0 -0.25074 x 10" 
1350.0 '-0.24384 x'104



TAZLE XI 

FUEL-TEMPEATURE (DOPPLR) RTACTIVITY-FTEDBACK 
COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF FUEL TMPRATURE (T ) 

FOR CALV-RT CLFFS-1 

320.0 -0.41450 x 10
362.0 -0.36800 x 10
40.0 -0.32.347 x 
.4 40.0 ' -0.31-68: x 10 
480.0 -0.33830 x 10
525.0 . .3094 x 
575.0 -0.31232 10-4 

901 .0 -0.26903 x10 
1100.0 -0.26111 x 1o 
1350.0 -0.26200 x 1o 
.1750.0 -0.27963 x 10" 

TA3LE %11 

~Jr-!Ear.uext (' tfrtiR~ ' cTI-rtB-FiEBACK 
COEFFICZIZN AS A FUNCTION OF UE- TZMpERAURE (T.  

- FOR ZION-1 

315.0 ^ -0.39184 x 10" 
342.5 IS- -0.36815 x 104 
372.5 La O -0.34875 x 10
405.0 1-7 -0.33664 x 10
435.0 1 -0.32824 x 10' 
475.0 -0.31785 x 10
550.0 , -0.29560.x 10' 
700.0 0 -0.26595 x 10-u 
900.0 ,ro . -0.24080 x 10

1100.0 q.L/ -0.22599 x 10" 
1350.0/-7/ -0.21631 x 10-4 
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TABLZ XIIIa 

MODERATOR-.7MPERATURE RACTIVIY-EEDUC;C CDEFFCIENT (a. ) 
AS A FUNCTION OF T,, a, 3 FOR OCONEE-1 (MODE 4) a 

Moderator S/ 
Tenerature 300.0 K 422.0 K 486.0 K 
Void Fraction 

Boron Concentrat:on= 413 ppm 

0 -.26158 x 10' -.67252 x 10-. -.88810 x 10-4 
30% -.52124 x 10-4 -. '1431 x 10-3 - .1919x103 - -.7075 x 10' -. 208 x 1 -.23084 x 10 

Soron Concentration * 813 ppm 

0: -.36529 x 10- -. 11727 x 10- -. 1593 x0 

-.60415 x 10 -.18237 x 10- -.24635 x 103 

Boron Concent:a: in * 1213 pp: 

0: .1347.' x 10" .32979 x 10-4 .43211 x 10
30 . -.19907 x 10- -.62022 x 10 -. 84115 x 0 
60Z -.51113 x 10- -. 15833 x 10-3 -. 21458 x 10

TAELZ XIIIb 

VOID REACTIVITY-rZEBACK COEFFICIENT (a_) 
AS. A FUNCTION OF Tm, m, B F0R QCONE-1 (MOSE 4) 

Moderator 
Temperature 300.0K 422.0 K 486.0 K 
Void Fraction 

Borou Concentration 4.13 ppm 

0% . .041499 .018706 -.0018435 
30% -.16649 -.18539 -.20316 
60% -. 37447 -.38948 -. 40448 

Boron Concentration = 813 ppm 

0% .096251 .070986 .048372 
30. . -.10282 -.12594 -.1733 
602 -.30188 -.32286 -.34302 

3oron Concentration - 1213 ppm 

0: .13873 .11254 .089058 
30% -.048783 -.074800 .-.098753 
60% -.23630 -.26214 -.28656 
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TABLE XITHIc 

BORON-CONCZNTRATION R=ACTIVITY-FEEDBACK COEFFICIENT (aB) AS A FUNCTION OF T0 , a, B FOR OCONEE-1 (MODE 4) 

Moderator 
Temerature 300.0 K 422.0 K 486.0 K 
Void Frac:ion 

Boron Concentration - 413 ppm 

0: -. 15399 x 10-3 -.14085 x 10-3 -.12960 x 10-3 
30-_ -.105"! , 10- .93 10"' .683x 10'" 

- x 10 .4h4 x . x 

Boron Concentration - 813 ppm 

-. 13676 x 10" -. 12609 x 103 -. c30 10 
302 -. 96456 x -. 37763 x 3 -. 1 0 
60: -.48479 x 10" -. 43152 x 10" -. 38493 x 10

Boron Concentration - 1213 ;n 

0: -.11953 x 10- 3  
-. 11133 x 10 -. 10400 x1 

30% -.87442 x 10' -. 801&4 x 10' -. 73677 x 10' 
60% -.45702 x 10" -.40860 x 10"' -.36589 x 10' 

TA31. IVa 

MODERATOR-TlMPERATURE RZACTIVITY-FEzDBACK COEFFICIENT (a. ) 
AS A FUNCTION OF Ta* a, B FOR OCONZE-1 (MODE 5) 

Moderator ./4o0 
Temperature 280.0 K 333.15 K 435.0 K 
Void Fraction 

Boron Concentration - 300 ppm 

0 -.34267 x 10' -.50136 x 10' -.80546 .x 10
25% -.82487 x 10- -.78943 x 10' -. 14880 = 103 

o50: -.44572 k 104 -.10290 x.103 -.21467 - 10

Boron Concentration - 843 ppm 

0% -. 158z9 x 10-4 -.85736 x 10-5 .33296 x 10-5 
25% -.28615 x 10-4 -.45154 = 10- -.76847 x 10' 
50 .35925 x 10' -.79563 x 10' -. 16319 - 103 

Boron Concentration - 1200 ppm 

0% -.70032 x 10-5 .12237 x 10' .49108 x 101 
25% -.21252 x 10' -.26929 x 10' -.37808 x 10" 
50: -.31054 x 10" -.66120 x 10" -.13332 x 10-3 
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TABLE XIVb 

VOID REACTIVITY-FEEDBACK COEFFICIENT (a ) 
AS A FUNCTION OF Tm, a, B FOR OCOgEE-1 (MODE 5) 

Moderator 
Temperature 280.0 K 333.15 K 435.0 K 
Void Fraction 

Boron Concentration - 300 ppm 

0% .0069940 .0024742 -. 018035 25Z -. 13960 -. 14295 -. 16199 
s- -. 28620 -. 23838 -. 30594 

Boron Concentration * 843,ppm 

J .0;3420 .0777j,; 
25% -. 052645 -.057486 -.081880 501Z -.18871 -.19274 -.21754 

Bornn Concentration * 1200 ppm 

O .12105 .11514 .090331 
25: -.0059958 -.011439 -.038000 
50% -. 13304 -. 1380.1 -.16633 

TABLE X:Vc 

3ORON-CONCENTRATION REACTIVTY-FEEDBACK.COEFICIENT (a.) 
AS A FUNCTION OF Ta, a, 3 FOR OCONEE-1 (MODE 5) 

(Ac/ppm) 

Moderator' 
Temoerature 280.0 K 333.15 K 435.0 K 
Void Fraction 30p 

Boron Concentration =300 pp 

0 -. 16088 x 103 -. 15750 x 10-3 -. 14389 x 10
25% '-.11838 x 10-3 -. 11578 x 10-3 -. 10481 x 10
50% -. 71914 x 10-4 -.70227 x 10-' -. 62703 x 10"4 

Boron Concentration - 843 ppm 

-.13677 x 10-3 -.13427 x 103 . -. 12397 x 10-3 
25 -. 10404 x 10-3 -. 10197 x 103 -. 93107 x 10" 
5 -. 65586 x 10- -. 64143 x 10" -. 57632 x 10' 

Boron Concentration -. 1200 ppm 

0x -. 12092 x 10- -. 11900 x 103 -. 11087 x 10
25: -. 94621 x 10- -. 92886 x 10' -. 85411 x 10-" 
50% -. 61426 x 10- -. 60143 x 10- -. 54298 x 10' 
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TABLZ XVa 

MODERATOR-TVM1PERATUREN REACTIVITY-FEEDSACX COEF.FICIENT (a ) AS A FUNCTION OF Tm, a, 3 FOR CALVERT CLIFFS-1 (MODE 3)2 

Moderator ' c.e2 
Temperature 300.0 K 370.0 K 460.0 K 
Void Fraction 

Boron Concentration = 300 ppm 

0:Z -. 41641 x 10' -. 70130 x 104 -. 10676 x !C-3 
x 10" -. 10.448 x 10- -. 640 x 10-3 

50% -. 68007 x 10' -. 63074 = 10" -. 211O x 100 

Boron Concentration - 819.9 ppm, 

.4 x 1 .60899 x 1. x 

50 _.52213 x 10 -. 10164 x 10- -. 16518 x 10-3 

Boron Concentration - 1120 pp= 

C: .48519 x 106 .25834 - 10-S .52811 x 10"s 
25 -. 25358 x 10-' -. 46379 x 10" -. 73.407 x 10'.  
50 -. 46762 x 10-' -. 91443 x 10' -. 14889 x103 

70ID RZACTIVITY-FEDBACK COEFFICINT (a ) 
AS A FUNCTION OF Ta, m, 3 FOR CALVERT CLIFS-1 (MODE 5) 

Moderator 
Testeratue. 300.0 K 370.0 K 460.0 K 
Void Fraction 

3oran Concancration - 300 ppm 

0: -. 019654 -. 027805 -. 045917.  
23% -. 14675 -. 15284 -. 16772 
50% -. 27386 -. 27788 -. 28951 

Boron Concentration*- 891.9 ppm 

0 .051391 .041048 .018429 
25: -. 069392 -. 078460 -. 099167 
so: -. 19037 -. 19797 -. 21676 

Boron Concentration - 1120 ppm 

0% .073842 .062785 .039169 
25: -. 043739 -. 053629 -. 075966 
50. --. 16132 -. 17004 -. 19110 
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TABLE XVc 

30RON-CONC:NTRATION REACTIVITY-FTEDBACK COEFFICIENT (a.) AS A :-UNCTION OF , a7 SAB , FOR CALVERT CLIFFS-1 (MODE 5) 
(Ao/ ppm) 

Moderator 
Temoerature 300.0 K 370.0K 460 Void Fraction .0 K 

Boron Concentration 3 300 pp= 

-. 12480 x 13 .11892 x 10-'.10693 x 2-.39708 x 10- -. 35260 x 10- 7 ;0:-.52261 x .10" -. 0022 x 10

Boron Concentration - 891.9 ?pv 

x ~ x - -'036356 x O 
: -.79764 x 10" -. 76136 x 10 '- 68468 x io

-.48675 x 10" -. 46204 x 10- -. 40839 x 

Boron Concentration 1120 ppm 

0 -. 10075 x 10-3 -. 96824 x 10-4 
25Z -. 75931 x 1o -. 72620 x 10-. -. 10-4 O: -. 4706'2 x lo4 -. 4732 x lo4 '-.165 x 10-3 

-*.3935 x10 

TABLZ m~a 

IIDR-O-= RTn RZACTIV1Y-FEZBACK C0EFICIN (a_.  A-S A FUNCTION OF T m' a, B FOR ZION-1 (MODE- 5). m 
(4otK) 

Moderator 
iS9 7em~erature 300.0 K '341.0 K47.K 

Vi racc±on0.  

* Boron Concentrati~on -400 p 
: -.79327 x 10-4 -.75648 -.64073 x 

5=646 x 10' 

25 * -. 87206 x '10" -.96301 x JO-4 -.12575 x 10 3 50t -.83769 x' 1O -. 0741 - -.18180 x 10

0 *88541 x 10" 

Boron Concentration -1550.6pm 

-.1O31Z x 104 60330 x 10-.7650 x 10"' -.38712 x 10 .-.31435 x *10u -. 3389 x 107 5%-.52908 x 10-4 -. 63858 x 10-4 -.98312 x i104 

Boron Concenraeon tum

0O -.10351 x 10-S .7835 x 10- .11574 x 10250 -.24661 x 10" -.12173 x 10-4 .27116 x 10 so: -. 43070 x 10- -.49720 x 10- -.70644 x 10
Boo42cnrtin*20 p



TABLE X7Ilb 

VOID REACTIVITY-FEEDSACX COEFFICIENT (a) 
AS A FUNCTION OF Tm, =, B FOR ZION-1 (MODS 5) 

Moderator 
Texterature 300.0 K 34 1.0 K 470.0 K Void Fraction 

Boroc Concentration = 400 ppm 

*C:2220 . .037440 -.022925 
- -.11535 -.13462 

-24634 

Boron Comcentra:ion - 1550.6 ppm 

.11133 .079738 
25% .014885 .010519 -.021019 
50% .-.087009 -.090229 -.12180 

Scron Concentration - 2000 pp_ 

.146=3 .14089 .10856 
25 .053044 .048103 .014055 
5= -.040443 -.044681 -.080451 

TA3Z. XVIc 

3R0N-CONC.NTRAT-I ON RZACTIVIY-TE=BACX COEFFICIZNT (a.) 
AS A FUNCTION OF T , a, B FOR ZION-1 (MODE 5) 

Moderator 
Temperature' 300.0-K 341.0 K 470.0 K 
Void Fraction 

Boran Concentration - 400 ppm 

01-.11699 x 10-3 -.11380 x 10- -.98716 x' 10' 
25: -.85391 x 10 -. 83005 x 10 -.71107 x 10 
50% -.51337 x 10' -. 49844 x 10- --. 41916 x 10' 

Boron Concentration - 1550.6 ppm 

0z -.90490 x 10- -. 88619 x 10- -.78806 x 10' 25% -. 69623 x 10' -.67962 x 10' -.59424 x 10' 
.50% -.44344 x 10- -.43185 x 10' -.36869 x 106 

3ron Concentration - 2000 ppm 

0: -.80279 x 10- -.78781 = 10" -.71029 x 10' 
25% -.63464 x 10' -.62086 x 10' -.54861 x 10' 
50: -.41612 x 104 -.40584 x 10' -.34898 x 10' 
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TABLE XVII 

OCONEE (MODE 4) ZVENTS SEQUENCE 

Time 
s min Event 

0.0 0 Boron dilution flow begins.  

1354 23 First criticality (kef! 1).  

25 Makeup tank empt.a (600 f 3 at 170 gpn).  

1931. 32 First supercritical power pulse (243 MW).  

2039 34 . ?ES safety valve Firs: opens.  

3629 60 R-.S isolation signal on high prinary pressure, 
(RER pump off, hear exchanger is turned off).  

3674 61 RHIR rnaximum pressure reached 2.88 MPa 
(418 psia)* RERS fully isolated.  

3912-5307 65-88 Limited core voiding (4.002%).  

5791 97 PORV first opens.  

" 5940 99 End of calculation.  

"Assumed infinite in the calculation.  
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TABLE XI 

OCONEE (iIOD7 5) rVe7 

=in Event 
0.0 0 Boron dilut~cm f~co. be-i~s.  

3168 53 Makeup tank e~mtya (600 4za 2r5 gpm).  

72 --rst cr::±a:!:7 k 

6O~ 10 F ,s: su ~ ~ ~ :±c 1 owe r Pulse (182 Iw) .  

6730SO . R"MRS safetrv valve first ope~s.  

6790 1.,. Maxtm~m RH-S -zressure reach.e.4: 
.- Ma (331 p~) 

6795 12 ERS fu12'v isollated.  

P R V fI-:st epens.  

7004 12.7 *:of :a.:~u ato 

As ~ ~ ~~. :u;.ifIn - ' he Cacaulation.



TABLE XIX 

CALVERT CLI.FS (MODE 5) EVNTS SEQUENCE 

Time 
S =in -vent 

0.0 0 Boron dilution flow begins (5.505 k 5/s, 88 gy) 

14417 240 First cri:ica-lity (Ke 

1655 276 First supercitical power pulse (291 MW).  

1 6 83 27a R,=><sz 's1*::Lc= igala high pressure.  

16707 278 ?ORY f:st opens.  

16743 279 RRS isolated.  

19000 317 T:d of calculation.  
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TABLE II 

ZION (MODE 5) 
EVENTS SEQUENCE 

Time Event 
(s) (min) Descritrion 

0 0 Boron d1lutlon flow begins.  

102 6a 17 makeup cank emptya (400 l:3 at 175 gpm).  

7644 127 First criticality (ke - 1.)* 

8267 1318 Firs: supercritical power pulse (423 HW).  

8279 138 RiS isolation signal. on high pri=ary 

are turned off).  

8282 138 PORV first opens.  

8283 138 RERS safety valve.,first ovens.  

82S4 138 RMRS maximum pressure reached 
3.! MPa (306 psia).  

8339 - 139 RERS MOV ulvI sed7..  

/ 9500 158 End of calculation.  

aAss=ad iitsin the cllao.



TABLE III 

COMPARISON OF RERS MAXIMUM AND DESIGN PRESSUR7S 

RERS Maximum REiRS Design 
.ransient Pressure Pressure 

Oconee-1 (Mode 4) 2.807 M?a (407 psia) 2.5145 MPa (365 psia) 

Oconee-1 (Mode 5) 2.630 KPa (381 psia) 2.5145 MPa (365 psia.) 

Calvert Cliffs-1 (Mode 5) 3.561 MPs (516 psiz) . 3.587 MPa ('515 pa) 

Zion-l (Mode 3.490 Ma (5.06 psia) 4.38 ia (615 sia) 

EFFIECTIVE SYSTE~M MASS <C4.  

Transientaf 

Oconee-1 (Mode 4) 50.72%.  

Oconee-1 (Mode 5) 84.32% 

Calver: Cliffs-1 (Mode 35) 85.76% 

Zion-i (Mode 5) 35.42 
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APPENDI A 

TRAC VERSION 

I. DESCRIrION 

The Transient Reactor Analysis Code (TRAC) is being developed at the Las 

Alamos National Laboratory to provide best-estimate predictions of postulated 

light-water reactor (L R) transients. The TRAC-?F1 code provides this 

capability for PVRs and many thermal-hydraulic experimental facilities.. The 

code features ei:her a one- or a- three-di=e-s onal treatnent of the tressure 

vessel and ,i:s associated la:ernals; a :ve-phase, :Mo-fluid nonquiim 
hydrodynamics model with a noncondensable gas field; flow-regi=e-dependent 

cs:ituzive aion trea zent; optiora rflood ::ackin caability for oth 

bo::0m flood and falling-film quench !r=:ts; and consistent trea:=en: of entire 

accident sequences from comal operating condi:ions through severe transients.  

A new numerical algorithm permits the one-di=ensional fluid-dyna=ics model to 

violate the material Courant condition. This technique permits large time szeps 

and, hence, reduces running time for slow :ransients.  

The reactivity feedback model is used in conjunction with the point

reactor kinetics model to evaluate the reactor core power. Both models are 

based on the assumption that core-averaged behavior can be evaluated based on 

core-averaged parameters. Spatial effects are to be built into the spatiaL 

averaging process that determines appropriate core-averaged parameters.  

.The reacivi:y feedback model estimates neutronic reactivity change caused 

by change in the reactor core physical state to provide the driving function for 

the point-reactor kinetics solution. The important physical. state parameters 

that cause reactivity change when they vary are assumed in the reactivity 

feedback model to be fuel teperature. (Tf), coolant temperature (T.), vapor 

coolant volume fraction (a), and boron concentration (3). A coarse-node spatial 

distribution.solution for these parameters is determined by the TRAC fluid and 

thermal dynamics calculation. The repctivity feedback model operates on this 

data in two steps to estimate neutronic reactivity change: the above four 

parameters are averaged over the 'reactor core, and the change in the values of 

those average parameters are mul:iplied by their user-specified reactivity 

coefficient derivative and summed to evaluate the change in reactivity they 

produce.



iI. IDE IICATI ON 
The TRAC version used in this study was TRAC-??l version 11.0. The 

executable file name is GOFl and is stored in tne Los Alamos National 
Laboratory Common File System (CTS) under the following node: 

/BORON/LTSS/GOP.1 

The following updates were included to create this code 

IDADD2 

FILLFX 

SSEDIT 

PO ER 

SVFELR 

:SRTS 
FIDRAG 

RCENG 

EOSEXT 

'EOSLZIM 

PCTIX2 

TXCSRC 

DiINLIM 

NOVA2 

DKPPMi 

A separate update was used to reduce the nonlinearity caused by the 

presence of air in the pressurizer for Oconee-1 (mode 5): 

. MITLEQ 

This version was named ONEW and is stored under: 

/BORON/LTSS/GONE 
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APPENDIX B 

MODEL DESCRIPTION 

I. DESCR.ITION 

A. Oconee-1 

A system schematic of the TRAC-?Fl model for Oconee-! FWR is shown in 

Yig. .4. Both hot legs, all four cold legs, four main reactor-coolant pumps, 

pressurizer, pressurizer relief train, ?ORVs, SRVs, steam-generator primaries, 
and the RERS were modeled. The REE was simplified in the model to piping, 
check valve, heat exchanaer, :up, and. MOV. The model consisted of 37 

componen:s and 256 computaional ells, 1:0 of which are in :he 

di=ensional vessel.  

The PRAC noding diagram for Calvert Cliffs-1 ?--R is Illus:ed i
Fig. 15. The split cold legs were combined for computational efficienc7. Both 

hot legs, main reactor-coolant pumps, steam-generator prizaries, pressurizaer, 
pressurizer relief train, ?CRV, SRV and the RERS were modeled. The R=RS 

modeling was similar to the Oconee-1 model. The model consisted of 32 

comPonents and 179 computational cells, 44 of which were in the three

dimensional vessel.  

C. Zion-1 

The TRAC noding diagram for Zion-1 ?nR is illustrated in Fig. 21. Three 

of the reaczor-coolant loops were combined (Loop-ACD) for computational 

efficiency. All hot legs, main reactor-coolant pumps, steam-Zenerator 

primaries, pressurizer, pressurizer relief train, PORV, SRV, and RERS were 

modeled. RERS modeling was similar to the Calvert Cliffs-1. The RERS heat 

exchange was not modeled separately and was simulated by extracting heat from 

the RERS pump wall. The model consisted of 30 components and 153 computational 

cells, 40 of which were in the three-dimensional vessel.  

II. IDENTIFICATION 

The TRAC input and output files are -stored in the Los Alamos National 
Laboratory Common File System (C7S) under the following nodes: 
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A. Gconee-1 (Mode 4) 

/3ORON/OCONZZ/MODE 4/SS Steady State 

/30RON/OCONEE/MODE 4/TR/RSTO Transient 

/3ORON/OCONEz/XODE 4/TR/RST1 Transient 

/3ORON/OCONEE/MODE 4/TR/ RST2-1 Transient 

/3ORON/OCONET/MODE 4/TR/RST3-1 Transient 

/30RON/OCONEE/MODE 4/TR/GRAFS Graphics 

3. Oconee-! (Mode 5) 

/3ORON/OCONIZ/MODE 5/SS Steady State.  

/2 CN/cN /M :E C /.arsient 

/BORON/OCONEE/MODE 5/7R/RST Transient 

/20'ON/0CE/M /R/S Transient 

/BORON/OCONEZ/MODE 5/TR/RST4NA Transient 

/EORON/OCON7Y/MCDE 5/T/RST-ranse 

/30RON/0CONE/MOD 5/TR ASrapics 

C. Calvert ClIffs-1 

/3ORON/CALVRT/ 53 Steady State 

/3RQ/A~~ /RSTo Transient 

/30RON/CALVZRT/TR/R.ST Transient 

/BORON/CALVErRT/TR/RsT Transient 

/BORON!CALVERT/TR/RST2 Transient 

/BORON/CALVET/TRRST5 Transient 

/BORON/CALVERT/TR/.ST6 Transient 

/BORON/CALVERT/TRI/RST7 Transient 

/IORON/CALVERT/TR/RSTS Transient 

/BORON/CALVERT/TR/GRAFS Graphics 
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D. Zion-1 

/BORON/ZION/SST Steady State 

/BORON/7ZoN/7h/aS~o Transient 

/BORON/ZIO0N/TlR/RSTi Transient 

/BORON / ZION /T3. RST2 Transient 

I 3ORCN/ZI-7ON/TR/RSZ4 -1 Trans ienr 

/BOR0N/ZION/TR/GRA.FSI Gahc



APENDIX C 

LEOARD - A SPECTRUM-DEENDENT NON-SPATIAL 

DEPLETION CODE 

The LEOPARD5 (acronym for Lifetime Evaluating Operations Pertinent to the 
Analysis of Reactor Designs) computer. program determines fast and thermal 
spectra, based on a modified MUjT-SOFOCATE 7 ,8 model.. LEOPARD assumes that every 

reactor contains a large array of unit fuel cells arranged in either a square or 
hexagonal lattice. Each unit cell contains one cylindrical fuel rod, a metallic 
cladding around the fuel rod, and a moderator region. In a real reactor, this 
geometry is adequate within a large fuel bundle, but comonly several percent of 
the core is taken up by control-rod -followers, water slots, assembly cans, 
stre:, re, e::. LiOcs scoutns fcr is bv allowing a fic:1:ious -egion to be 
defined and described in a manner entirely analogous to the description of che 
real- regions within the unit fuel cell. Spectrum calculations are then done 

on an -equivalent- unit cell.  

In addition to the regional compositions, a."non-lattice. fraction - field 
is allowed, which is by definition the frac:ion of the total core. that is not 
uni: fuel cells.  

LEOPARD calculations were calibrated with the FSAR information for the 
three plants studied in this report. Because beginning-zf-ccle (SOC) values 
were not available, beginning-of-life (30L) values were used. 30L fuel 
parameters are more conservative than the 30C parameters.  
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